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Shabbos Maverchim Chodesh Av - Rosh Chodesh will be, Friday July 29

Here in Israel we are preparing for new elections. We have to select a new leader, to guide us and to
unite us.
So too in the Parasha. Moshe is told that he will soon die and a new leader must be chosen.   The
difference is that in the Parasha it will be HaShem who will choose a successor to Moshe and not by
popular vote of the people. Moshe says to Gd,(27:16) “Let the GD of spirits of all flesh, appoint a man
over the congregation.. who will lead them out and bring them in, so that the congregation of GD will
not be like the sheep without a Shepheard”. Moshe is told, “take Yehoshua, the son of Nun, a man of
spirit, and place your hand upon him”. Meaning, he will be your successor, the new leader of Am
Yisrael.
The Midrash Tanchuma (Pinchas 11) asks why the leadership was given to Yehoshua when others,
such as Pinchas and Eleazar, had greater intellectual talents. In reply, the Midrash quotes a passuk
from Mishlei (27:18), The one who guards the fig tree will eat its fruits. Yehoshua was chosen as Moshe’s
successor because he arranged the chairs and spread the mats on the floor before the shiur began.
Because of his devoted service, he was the appropriate candidate to replace Moshe.
When the Baal Shem Tov passed away, the mantle of leadership was not given to Rav Yaakov Yosef, a
Torah giant and the author of the “Toldot Yaakov Yosef”.  Rather, It passed to the Magid of Mezeritch,
who had served the Baal Shem Tov with great devotion and loyalty. Similarly, Rav Chaim Volozhin
becme the successor to his teacher, the Vilna Gaon, partly because he was not only his student but his
attendant and confidant.
Yehoshua  was not a greater scholar than Pinchas or Eleazer, but “ the service (Shimush) of Torah
scholars is greater than its study” (Berachot 7b). Service does not merely signify physical toil, it also
represents a special closeness and friendship between the rebbe and talmid. The chosen talmid not
only receives information from his rebbe, but absorbs his way of life, until they are practically
identical in their essence. Moshe knew that through his trusted Mesharet (servant) and confidant, the
Torah would be properly transmitted to future generations.
Torah is a way of life. It does not only consist of rules and laws but a totality of a 24/7 life conduct.  The
way a rebbe eats, dresses and walks. The way he relates to his wife and children, to his guests and
strangers-all that is Torah.
A student in Yeshiva Tifferet Yerushalayim was constantly disruptive and had no interest in learning.
The Manahel of the Yeshiva wanted to expel him but needed the consent of the Rosh Yeshiva-Rav
Moshe Feinstein. Rav Moshe consented to having the boy expelled-from classes, but not from the
Yeshiva. The boy was assigned to the office of R’ Moshe as his personal attendant; to carry his sefarim,
to keep the office tidy and clean and to walk R’ Moshe to his home after Yeshiva was over. The boy
began to love R’ Moshe, he became interested in learning and wound up becoming a “rebbe” in the
Yeshiva for difficult students.
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Great News! 
Rabbi Ziegler is publishing a new sefer entitled

"The Sapphire Bricks of Torah - Gems from the Weekly Parasha."
A collection of all his Divrei Torah on all the Parashiot from 2014 to the present 

We are now accepting dedications to be included in this fabulous sefer

FULL-PAGE:  $1,000. 

HALF-PAGE:  $500

QUARTER PAGE: $250

SMALLER: ANY DONATION ACCEPTED

Checks payable to: KOLLEL  AGUDATH  ACHIM
1430 E. 7th Street   Brooklyn, NY 11230

For further information please call 917-538-3834

or email at mteller123@aol.com


